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This detailed guide for business managers describes   communication technologies worldwide -- including the Internet and Web,   digital mobile telephony, ISDN, SMDS, frame relay, and ATM -- and   offers practical advice for selecting the most suitable technology for   a particular business.
Written especially for non-technical   managers in engineering, communications, and information technology   industries, it explains a wide range of technologies and describes   their underlying principles and features, as well as the factors that   differentiate them, such as cost, security, availability, and   performance. The book showcases typical applications, exposes inherent   limitations, explains pricing and methods of comparison, and discusses   security pitfalls and protection systems. Its coverage of   implementation issues includes an outline of the business planning   process and recommendations on solution design, procurement, and   supplier management.     
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   Richard Downey works in the training division at Telecom Eireann   in Dublin, Ireland where he is responsible for the development and   delivery of technical induction and datacommunications training. Sean   Boland is a member of the access technology division at Telecom   Eireann. He also lectures at the Dublin Institute of Technology and   Trinity College. Philip Walsh is an operations and maintenance   consultant for Ericsson Systems Expertise in Dun Laoghaire, Ireland,   where he specializes in intelligent networks.       
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Microwave Component Mechanics (Artech House Microwave Library)Artech House Publishers, 2003
Microwaves are generally considered to be a specific part of the wide radio
frequency spectrum. The band from 300 MHz to 30 GHz is typically considered
to be “microwaves,” for example by the Institute of Electrical end
Electronics Engineers (IEEE), although many of us prefer to set the lower
limit somewhat...
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Natural Language Processing with Java (Community Experience Distilled)Packt Publishing, 2015

	Explore various approaches to organize and extract useful text from unstructured data using Java


	About This Book

	
		Integrate basic tasks to tackle more complex NLP problems
	
		Train NLP models to address domain-specific problem areas
	
		Learn to use a variety of core NLP techniques...
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Spring LiveSourcebeat, 2004
This book is written for Java developers familiar with web frameworks. Its main purpose is for Java developers to learn Spring and evaluate it against other frameworks. One of my hopes is to compare Spring to other web frameworks, or at least show how it can be integrated with other frameworks (i.e. Struts, WebWork, maybe even Tapestry down the...
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Hacking Healthcare: A Guide to Standards, Workflows, and Meaningful UseO'Reilly, 2011

	
		Ready to take your IT skills to the healthcare industry? This concise book provides a candid assessment of the US healthcare system as it ramps up its use of electronic health records (EHRs) and other forms of IT to comply with the government’s Meaningful Use requirements. It’s a tremendous opportunity for tens of...
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AntiPatterns: Refactoring Software, Architectures, and Projects in CrisisJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001
"The AntiPatterns authors have clearly been there and done that when it comes to managing software development efforts. I resonated with one insight after another, having witnessed too many wayward projects myself. The experience in this book is palpable." —John Vlissides, IBM Research "This book allows managers, architects,...
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Riddles of the Sphinx and Other Mathematical Puzzle Tales (New Mathematical Library Series/No. 32)Mathematical Association of America, 1987
This is the third and final collection of puzzle columns that I contributed to Isaac Asimov' s Science Fiction Magazine over a period of about ten years. The format follows that of two previous anthologies: Science Fiction Puzzle Tales (1981) and Puzzles from Other Worlds (1984).

Each chapter poses a problem answered in the First Answers...
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